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Q.  Is there a “higher politics”? 
 
A.  Of course.  Better approaches are possible and deeper understanding is available.  The 
concept of higher is connected with an inspirational feeling but it also triggers anxiety for 
people.  Maybe we could just talk about Second-Order Politics... the name isn’t very 
important.   What we mean is a whole swath of analogous notions:  transpartisan politics, 
integral politics, 2nd Tier politics, meta-politics, etc.  These are kindred attempts to grow 
beyond our conventional political options.   
 
Q.  So does Second-Order Politics mean just whatever political ideas and actions happen to 
be undertaken by people who are themselves at higher levels? 
 
A.  Let’s be clear:  there are no simple “levels”.  There is no magic, color-coded evolutionary 
ladder.  Levels of that kind are mostly an introductory concept.  They are shorthand 
notation for a messy, organic, fluctuating, probabilistic, multi-tentacled layering of 
emergent simplexity (integrated complexity).  But if that’s what we mean by levels?  Then, 
yes, there is a certain level -- a kind of revolution or clarification in personal understanding 
-- that orients our hearts and minds toward creating, affirming and participating in certain 
new style of politics.  A more whole politics. 
 
Q.  At a certain natural level, we start to need our political vision to be described in terms 
of natural levels? 
 
A.  That’s a good way to put it.  You feel a new depth and height.  A larger scope and a new 
simplicity.  Then you start to think about your emerging intuitions.  You see them reflected 
back in various places.  First in simple patterns and then, if you stay at it, with more 
nuances and sneakier quibbles.  You get better at discerning and balancing.  
 



Q.  What’s an example of an integral political quibble?   
 
A.  Well, let’s say your heart has become the ally of growth and self-cultivation. 
Congratulations!  Now you look around.  You see all the news in your culture, you listen to 
all the dinner table arguments, and it seems like these “developmental levels” are sparring 
with each other.   
 
Maybe you decide that emerging “Democratic progressive socialism” is fighting with “old 
Republican conservatism” -- trapping a bunch of moderate modernists in the middle of the 
muddle.  Left and Right look like levels.  That’s interesting but it is also a very simple 
analysis.  After a while, you realize there are subtler reciprocal patterns skewing this vision 
in odd ways.  You see that some Republicans are angry about Big Government Democrats 
trying to force more systemic rules upon them... BUT when they are in power they spend 
big, invent more laws and try to bureaucratically impose their values on individuals in their 
bedrooms.  That not very “conservative”.  You have to make sense of the apparent 
contradiction.   
 
Perhaps you are really looking at left-wing liberalism operating at an 
ethnocentric-traditionalist level?  Quibbles have the power to subdivide and recalibrate 
your understanding of the basic categories for Second-Order Politics. 
 
Q.  You’re saying the Tea Party in America is very liberal? 
 
A.  Movements of that kind could be characterized as ethnocentric liberalism -- 
traditionalist progressives.  Compare their attitude to somebody like Barack Obama who 
frequently appears as a worldcentric conservative.  Obama’s sort of a church-going, 
tradition-loving, militaristic guy with a classic-looking family and a deep respect for 
patriotic continuity.  Worldcentric Progressives complain that Obama is not really a 
Socialist!  Ethnocentric Progresses complain that he is a Socialist Radical!  This doesn’t 
make sense to simple levels but it forces us to clarify more complex levels of mixed 
development. 
 
Q.  Is there a Left/Right dichotomy even at 2nd tier levels of development? 
 
A.  Sure.  It’s just that both of the ”sides” have to exhibit the depth and integration 
characteristics that exemplify that level.  They have different instincts about how to get 
over  “sides”. 
 
Q.  Who are some integral-level conservatives? 
 
A.  Edmund Burke.  Nietzsche.  Nassim Taleb.   
 
Q.  My understanding is that Integral Theory associates Left/Right with the “four 
quadrants”.  Left Wing people think that solutions come from external systems; Right Wing 
people think our inner morality and competence determine everything.  The Right wants to 



blame the gun-users while the Left wants to ban the guns.  Individual vs. Collective.  Is that 
your understanding? 
 
A.  Yes and no.   
 
Q.  There’s a quibble? 
 
A.  There’s a great quibble!  We can agree with that estimation but we can also tell almost 
the exact opposite story.  That pushes us deeper into subtler understandings of the kind of 
useful political generalizations that Ken Wilber is famous for. 
 
Q.  What’s the opposite story? 
 
A.  Well, read Taleb’s book “Antifragile”.  What does his kind of conservatism want?  Small 
structures to heroically take risks for the overall robustness of the collective system. 
Entrepreneurs and soldiers take patriotic gambles.  They suffer erratic results so we can 
have healthy continuity for our whole hive.  Conservatives put the collective first.   
 
Liberals don’t want individuals to have to suffer from inconsistencies.  They want to protect 
the rights of individuals from abuse at the hands of the collective.  No one should get 
singled out for mistreatment.  Each patient, student and homeowner should be free not to 
suffer the intrusive abuse of self-serving and chaotic legislation.   
 
Q.  Is that really the opposite? 
 
A.  Partly yes, partly no.  That’s the point.  Liberals tend to expect that fault or causality lies 
in the implementation of the generic rules -- even though this is how you honor individual 
integrity and protect it from systemic encroachment.  Conservatives tend to expect that the 
fault lies in the individuals -- who they think should sacrifice themselves for the system and 
follow the rules.  This quibbling shows us another layer of depth within Second-Order 
Politics.   
 
Q.  What about moderates?  Does higher politics follow a Middle Way? 
 
A.  There are no moderates.  This is the conclusion of Lakoff and other neuro-political 
analysts.  Either you are mostly left, mostly right or both.  You can flip someone who is 
both.  You can get them to cultivate one or the other set of feelings and metaphors.  But if 
you try to cater to the hypothetical “middle” then you just lose ground culturally and 
emotionally to people who are activating all those bi-conceptuals.   
 
A phenomenon called the Overton Window exists whereby you change what people think is 
a sane, fair compromise by making them feel like extremism is on the table.  That is 
another form of skewing the middle rather than trying compromise your way into it. 
 
Q.  Is bi-conceptual like bisexual? 
 



A.  Yes.  There is a good analogy between politics and sexual preferences -- being 
homosexual or heterosexual.  Our orientation is partly genetic, partly familial and partly 
the result of personal learnings and choices.  For one person it may be 90% physical.  So 
their personal choices won’t make much difference.  For another person their preference is 
10% physical so they have a lot of wiggle room -- for their unconscious childhood and their 
conscious adulthood to steer them.  A huge amount of space exists in the middle of the 
spectrum for people who could go either way under certain conditions. 
 
Q.  Is it ever pathological?   
 
A.  Sure, of course.  Imbalance can contribute to being gay, straight, left, right, etc.   
 
Q.  What is pathological politics? 
 
A.  That’s part of what I call a culturopathy -- another word for the accumulated symptoms 
of Nihilism.  That’s a whole other discussion.  It’s also relative.  When we view the world 
through the lens of emergent layers of simplexity then “disease” is a relational comparison 
to where we can be.  Or where we want to be. 
 
Q.  How’s that?   
 
A.  It’s perfectly normal for a plant to a barely sentient organism that mostly stays in one 
place.  Yet when an animal is in a “vegetative coma” then we say there is a big problem.   
 
There’s nothing wrong with minerals.  We are made up from simple elements.  But if 
somebody wants to turn you back into minerals we call that -- murder.  Pathology is when 
our creative activity is building according to an earlier level, an earlier attractor field, than 
than what he have already grown into -- or wish to keep growing into.  That an evolutionary 
ethic.  Actually an euvolutionary ethic.   
 
Q.  People who want to use older forms of politics are sick? 
 
A.  Sort of.... but it’s a nuanced issue.    If we are embedded in a higher layer of simplexity, 
accessing sophisticated forms of well-being, then older systems ARE pathological in the 
degree to which they sustain themselves at the expense of the current or emerging layer.   
 
They are healthy and necessary only in the degree to which they re-establish themselves 
successfully in tandem with the deeper and subtler structures that have been created.  So 
this is another key quibble.  You have to distinguish healthy/unhealthy, 
pre-modern/modern/postmodern AND left/right in order to have the basic compass points 
for a Second Order Politics.  
 



 
 
Q.  So what is a healthy version of ethnocentric liberalism or ethnocentric conservatism? 
 
A.  Great question.  You can’t turn on the news without seeing the bloody and brutal 
consequences of unhealthy enthnocentric violence and values.  The first thing that a 
healthy traditionalism does is successfully assimilate and repurpose our ancient tribal 
instincts.   
 
The ethnocentric world is meta-tribal.  It emerges historically where there are good 
reasons for multiple barbarian villages and mobile hordes to cooperate.  Usually this 
means that a large agricultural geography that is organized by a collection of urban 
settlements which  bureaucratically impose an official language and official law.  This is all 
very normal and it tends to succeed when it is healthy.   
 
Various types of chieftains, shamans and matriarchs become a sectarian oligarchy fronted 
by a theatrical autocrat who adjudicates their disagreements and represents the oligarchs 
to the “folk”.  Official roads connect the villages to the cities.  Local totems are forcefully 
suppressed and people are taught to be sacrificially patriotic toward the orthodox 
symbolism that is carried from the city-states to the rural heartland by literate scribes and 
priests.   
 
Setting all of this up in a way that incorporates human instincts, establishes a more 
efficient energy regime, deepens the soul, orchestrates archaic feelings into an impressive 
harmony and does not collapse into a constricted center or actively prohibit natural 
functions and evolutionary potentials is healthy. 
 



Q.  What do you mean about collapsing into a constricted center? 
 
A.  We are familiar with tenacious orthodox monotheisms like Christianity and Islam that 
have arisen in the Middle East.  Arguably that is not the normative form of traditionalism 
any more stress-induced massacres are the normative form of inter-tribal rivalry.  These 
can be signs that something has gone wrong in the growth cycle.   
 
Vedic India or the Roman Kingdom are perhaps normal ethnocentric situations -- without 
an exaggerated emphasis on One Book, One God, One King.  Rather they were an 
integrated orthodox polytheism with prominent but distinct roles for men & women, 
organic rather than abstract deities, practical rituals and few hangups around sexuality, 
emotion, etc.   
 
An abstracted central notion of enforced singularity under the command of an angry 
Skygrandfather who hates masturbation and sneers at femininity is abnormal for the 
“human animal”.   
 
Q.  You’re saying that Christianity, Islam and Judaism are... outliers? 
 
A.  Sure.  We can get deeper than that by talking about, say, different Christianities and 
different ways of holding Christianity, but it is also important to think about how 
monological thinking, stress, anti-naturalism and institutional patriarchy are not 
necessarily the normal form of ethnocentric society.   
 
Q.  We’re back to health... 
 
A.  Exactly.  A healthy traditionalist zone can be more conservative or more liberal. 
Everyone in that zone can be more conservative or more liberal.  It might vary through a 
single day.   
 
Kingdom Liberals would be making new orthodox legislation, expanding the kingdom, 
raising taxes for new projects.  They might support a tyrant or usurper -- which is just a 
new king from a different bloodline who might be able to steer the kingdom in the face of 
new situations.  Conservatives would patriotically complain about those taxes, critique how 
the cities relate to the heartland, defend the old monarchical bloodline, etc. 
 
Q.  Orthodox and unorthodox traditionalists. 
 
A.  A lot of what traditionalists are arguing about, especially today, is based on the feeling 
of -- too soon!  They are socially slower than modernists and pluralists.  That’s not a bad 
thing.  They are disposed toward Grandparent Truths.   
 
Once something has become socially naturalized over a couple generations, it becomes 
part of the symbolically “eternal” truth.  They are edgy when they hear recently discovered 
ideas emerging from expert consensus.  But once an idea or value or fact has been around 



for a while they can absorb it.  Traditionalists are not fixed. They are very adaptable in their 
own style. 
 
The typical thing is for so-called traditionalists to ascribe all stable positive values to their 
“nation” and all negative values to their rivals.  So if we hear, for a while, that racism is bad 
then we find that our orthodox hearts start to assume that “we” are obviously not racists 
while “they” are obviously racists.  This becomes ridiculous at times when large blocs of 
socially prominent white Christians feel they are under racist attack from oppressed 
minorities. 
 
Q.  So American Republicans are always trying to elect their Grandfather? 
 
A.  Essentially, yes.  But one type of grandparent is preferred over another.  With the 
passage of a couple generations, Reagan becomes a saintly figure to traditionalists because 
he looks like the grandfather they can rely upon. He is kindly but stern, resolute and folksy, 
makes big topics simple and comes back to our immediate moral instruction.  In fact, as a 
famous actor Reagan was very much what the orthodox city-state kingdoms expected from 
their monarch -- for he was the theatrical and populist frontman for the oligarchs. 
However, as I’ve been saying, it is not adequate to dismiss Republicans as Traditionalist. 
They are a complex bunch at war amongst themselves.  And Reagan resonates with certain 
natural conservative impulses found at multiple layers of cultural consciousness. 
 
Q.  Like what? 
 
A.  Conservatives are more sensitive than instinctive liberals to the social shamanism of a 
leader or president. 
 
Q.  Say some more about ‘social shamanism’.  That sounds interesting... 
 
A.  There are two very different roles or tasks that get politically conflated.  The job of the 
Shaman-in-chief is quite distinct from the job of the Manager-in-chief.   
 
Social shamanism means spirit-building.  Clarifying and enthusing the population. 
Providing moral and metaphysical instruction.  Undermining ideological divides.  Deploying 
and charging the social symbols.  Buildling the soul of the nation.  Largely what Integral 
Theory would call “lower right” issues.  Cultivating, deepening and energizing our 
intersubjective vibe.   
 
And a lot of that is like PR or magic.  It has strong irrational elements of trickery and 
astonishment that are perfectly appropriate.  Every great leader is able to astonish. 
Astonishment is a shamanic potency.  Think of how people felt to hear Reagan speak of an 
Evil Empire or Clinton question the meaning of the word “is” at his legal hearings.  For good 
or ill the shaman must blow our minds.  And this is not trivial.   
 
Without spirit we can do very little.  A lot of animosity was directed against Obama for 
seeming to promise New Spirit but mostly delivering only competent progressive 



management.  People were constantly asking, “If the statistical trend lines (assuming we 
can trust them) are getting better then WHY are people more and more unhappy, 
convinced it is all getting worse...”.   
 
Basically why isn’t the Shaman doing his job. 
 
It is extremely unlikely, of course, that any individual can be very competent at both the 
shaman function AND a sensible custodian and bureaucratic manager of the governmental 
enterprise.  Maybe for a few moments but you cannot specialize in both. Especially when 
you are kept constantly busy and stressed.  
 
It is more sane, perhaps, to have a figurehead monarch AND a prime minister or president. 
However that monarch would actually have to DO their job and not merely pose politely for 
photographs while living off the profits of the people.  
 
Q. But this is a left/right thing? 
 
A. Watch any classic Republican debate in the USA.  At the end they usually select a 
“grandfather” whose “turn it is” and who pleases the establishment oligarchs.  However, 
along the way, they have a carnival of astonishments.  Putative voters fickly throw their 
support behind whoever demonstrates social shamanism.  It could be Trump or Gingrich, a 
fundamentalist Christian or a pizza Huckster.  The test is whether that person can provide 
liberating engagement, transcend the stress-based concerns of the public journalists, make 
everyone else react to them and invoke principles of moral success that may apply both to 
governance and our individual lives.   
 
To fascinate Republican voters means to appeal to both Liberal Traditionalists and 
Conservative Modernists.  All the “non-crazy” Republicans (and the conservative side of the 
bi-conceptual voters) are subconsciously sensitive to the need for a leader who does not 
behave appropriately.  Who obscenely straddles the line, who expands their enjoyment 
beyond all the implications of social stress and promises a path to collective emotional 
liberation.  How can we live without that?   
 
Then watch a classic Democratic debate.   You typically get a bunch of well-trained 
technocrats promising to be a competent manager.  They vie to prove that they are a 
cooperative, broadly-informed agent who balances many views and concerns into a best-fit 
policy for general well-being.  Boring, sure, but how can we live without that too? 
 
So there is a liberal sensitivity to good management and a conservative sensitivity to 
shamanic liberation.  It varies in degree, obviously.  To be an expansionist means you have 
to be a good manager.  Julius Caesar (a liberal modernist killed by conservative oligarchs) 
had to have a lot of competent plans to deal with his inter-racial and technological 
expansion of Rome.  But a shaman needs to show you that he is capable of ignoring many 
serious topics in order to concentrate on our emotional and moral needs.  
 
Q. Could you maybe give a quick summary of how left and right look at the major levels? 



 
A.  It risks becoming caricature, of course, but here’s a kind of overview: 
 

Conservative <> Liberal 
 

Loyalist <> Radical 
Libertarian <> Imperialist 
Hippie <> Transhumanist 

 
In the orthodox world there is a common attempt to establish a sectarian oligarchy with a 
single official religion, hierarchy and sacred language under the popular figure of an 
hereditary “star” or actor-monarch.   
 
A loyalist is patriotically devoted to the existing traditions, lineages.  Maximally distributed 
local power with minimal but heroic support for the meta-tribal federation (the “nation”). 
He or she feels that classic virtues and intergenerational momentum is critical.  Inherited 
arrangements are smarter than individuals for dealing with complex and unknown reality. 
We should leave other kingdoms alone and they should leave us alone.  A radical 
traditionalist, on the other hand, is instinctively inclined to permit the expansion of the 
state as soon as they get near the controls.  They accept unnecessary intervention into rival 
kingdoms.  They can get behind the rise of new lineages (tyrants/usurpers) and the 
establishment of new traditions (which, nonetheless, still claim to be the orthodox 
symbolism). 
 
In the international or metropolitan world, individuals tend to assimilate more culture into 
themselves.  They are individuals humanists in the degree to which they are each a “whole 
society” unto themselves.  Often inter-ethnic experience or broad education permits this. 
So they tend politically toward creating a “nest” of worldcentric nationalism which is run by 
constitutionally constrained leaders, non-sectarian or trans-sectarian oligarchies with a 
pragmatic defense of personal liberty.   
 
A libertarian humanist wants minimal interference with individual rational enterprises in a 
situation where individual rights are respected.  Private freethinkers.   Conversely, an 
imperialist wants to expand into new systems of international economics, transform 
foreign traditional states into modern states and support individuals in any rationally 
argued challenge against customs. 
 
A “hippie” is what we might humorously call a person who gravitates to local organic 
products, trans-cultural naturalism, laid-back, health-oriented, neurosomatic pursuits. 
Very suspicious of foreign interventions.  A love for the romance of archaic spiritual 
cultures. A strong desire to shake off all “socially imposed” rules and live as an ethical 
anarchist with other people who feel trustworthy regardless of their race, religion or class. 
A transhumanist doubts whether there is any identity at all. They are often technologically 
oriented toward radical mutations of human life and the multiplicity of identity.  They like 
to reprogram themselves and doubt all “naturalness”.   
 



So keep in mind that the difficult between left and right is diminished or made more subtle 
at each phase.  While the loyalists are radical are stabbing each other in the capital city, 
organic farmer-socialists are engaged in puzzled cooperation with deconstructed futurists. 
The former are ready to die in a duel while the latter are both religiously enjoying hip 
pluralistic entertainment that explores the weird juxtapositions of the Other.  
 
The ethical kernel of developmentalism lies in the fact that cooperative integration 
between divergent structures is increased from level to level.  As is the capacity to redress 
pathology? 
 
Q.  Howso? 
 
A.  A healthy traditional culture is great.  It is needed.  It is good on its  own terms and 
important as a piece of any larger vision.  However if something goes wrong it is very hard 
to fix.  Orthodoxy is not usually very good at self-correcting.  Many ancient societies just 
went off the rails into spirals of toxicity, mutual destruction, gender oppression, racist 
stupidity.  If they became imbalance or contracted -- how could they tell?  Whatever they 
did seemed like eternal truth?  An environmental stressor could trigger reactive modes that 
get pounded into the young children and suddenly you have a thousand years of 
bio-emotional pathology.  Modernists is easier to correct.  It can consider itself and adapt 
more quickly.  Pluralism is even more adaptive and integralism even more so.  Being a 
“higher level” doesn’t mean you are automatically more healthy... but it means you have 
more tools for analyzing and correcting pathology.   
 
Q.  Okay, I think that’s a great soundbite.  Let’s end there for now... 


